School Uniform - Barlby High School

School uniform plays a valuable role in contribution to the ethos of a school and setting the
appropriate tone. We believe that our uniform can: instil pride; support positive behaviour and
discipline; encourage identify with, and support for, school ethos; ensure that students of all races
and backgrounds feel welcome; protect students from social pressures to dress in a certain way;
and nurture cohesion and promote good relations between different groups of students; supports
effective teaching and learning.

Girls Uniform:

Boys Uniform:

 Navy blazer with school logo.
 Navy trousers Formal trousers (not skin
tight, skinny, no jeans/ denim/ cargo/ chino /
leggings) Trousers should be worn so that
the hem of the trouser is long enough to
cover ankles.
 Kilt (optional) worn at knee length.
 School tie either KS3 version or KS4 version
depending on form group / age.
 White shirt (with trousers) loose fitting with
stiff pointed collar to be worn with tie; shirt
must be long enough to be tucked in and
wide enough at the neck to fasten the top
button.
 White shirt (with Kilt) An open-necked white
blouse can be worn without the school tie if
wearing the kilt.
 Slipover with school logo KS3/grey KS4/
Navy.
 Tights must be plain and either black or
navy.
 Socks must be black or navy worn above the
ankle and are not permitted to be worn over
tights.
 Shoes plain black leather (look) flat shoes.
(Ballet pumps, Trainers / canvas/branded
style pumps / trainers such as ‘Vans’ are
not permitted). Ankle boots may be worn
under school trousers. Example of type
school shoes that are permitted:

 Navy blazer with school logo.
 Navy / Dark Grey trousers formal classic
smart trousers (not skin tight, not skinny,
not jeans / denim/ cargo / chino / leggings)
 School tie either KS3 version or KS4
version depending on form group / age.
 White shirt loose fitting with stiff pointed
collar to be worn with tie; shirt must be long
enough to be tucked in and wide enough at
the neck to fasten the top button.
 Slipover with school logo KS3/grey KS4/
Navy.
 Socks must be black or navy worn above
the ankle.
 Shoes plain black leather (look) flat shoes.
(Trainers/ canvas/branded style pumps /
trainers such as ‘Vans’ are not
permitted). Ankle boots may be worn under
school trousers. Example of type school
shoes that are permitted:

PE Uniform











Polo shirt with Barlby High School logo.
Shorts to match polo shirt.
Socks only navy permitted.
Trainers.
Hoodie (optional) with Barlby High School logo, for
use outdoors.
Base Layers (optional) must be plain navy.
Gum shields are highly recommended for all
students for certain sporting activities eg. Rugby,
hockey… in line with sporting guidelines

As part of the uniform all students are expected to follow the guidance around appearance:





Hair must be natural in colour and style - no extreme hair styles are permitted.
Make-up should not be noticeable and should be natural.
Coloured nail polish, acrylic nails, gel nails and other forms of false nails are not permitted.
Jewellery is restricted to one pair of stud earrings worn in the ear lobe, one plain watch and
one charity band. No other forms of jewellery are allowed.

If a student wears trainers or other footwear due to a foot / ankle injury, a medical note will be
required.

